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MEDIA RELEASE

CCF Releases Plant Prestart app
CCF Tasmania in conjunction with our partner, Collective Intelligence Construction (CIC) is today,
launching an exciting new app that will assist in streamlining compliance obligations, saving
businesses time and money by allowing users to complete safety pre‐start checklists and
requirements electronically.
The App is called Prestart and its release is set to coincide with Safe Work Month.
Mr. Cook said, “Compliance to regulations and safety standards is critical in the civil construction
and the wider construction industry, not only for operational purposes, but also to safeguard
employees, contractors, customers and the local community. Compliance procedures however can
be time consuming and tedious, disrupting efficiencies, which can be costly to businesses”.
“Many businesses and operators conduct safety requirements using manual processes and hard
copy documentation that can be easily misplaced. Time loss from manual methods create
unnecessary human capital costs and can place the business in a vulnerable position if
documentation is lost and compliance rejected”.
“The Prestart app is a solution that overcomes these time and money absorbing processes by
making the compliance processes more efficient”, said Mr. Cook
The Prestart app is one of many modules developed by Collective Intelligence Construction (CIC) in their product, the
Toolshed.
The CIC Toolshed has the potential to change the way businesses manage their compliance with safety by replacing the
need for physical forms and documents.
The Toolshed by CIC is a complete suite of apps that extends to include:
-

Daily Operational Reports (DOR), Material Requisitions, Fault Reports, Incident/Injury Reports, Hazard
Reports, Toolbox Meeting Reports, JSAs (Job Safety Analysis), Timesheets and Job Costs, Staff Alert System

Supported by a web based administration portal that manages users and their respective documentation, the Toolshed
allows a more efficient and timely manner for field operators to communicate information to the main business,
offering financial gains and valuable insights for businesses with field service operations.

To celebrate the launch of CCF Prestart, the app will be made available FREE for the month of
November 2014 to all CCF Members. Visit the website www.toolshedapp.com and click the CCF
icon to download.
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